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Dedication

To Dee, with whom I share life and love for these 
charming creatures called dogs.

And for the dogs, 
especially the Wonderful Magical GimliBear.
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Introduction

+is book is intended to be a celebration in pictures of many wonderful 
dogs, and their close relationships with people. Work on the book began a 
decade ago when my wife Dee and I -rst got together and began to share 
a series of outdoor adventures, on which I typically had a decent camera 
and a few lenses along. +rough those adventures, we came across many 
charming dogs who befriended us and now appear throughout the book.  

+e book is organized according to themes that seem important to our 
shared lives with our favourite creatures, such as “play”, “sticks”, “fetch”, and 
“rest”, although one of the central themes for dogs, “food”, is only thinly 
represented in this book. +at absence is possibly because I tend to be 
more involved in providing the dog with food than in taking pictures at the 
time.

In the earliest years of those adventures, we began to scheme about having 
a four-footed creature of our own. Soon a*erward, the principal character 
who appears o*en in this book, “Gimli”,  joined our pack as a large puppy 
a*er he found us at an animal shelter and decided we were just the couple 
to take him home and feed him large quantities of his favorite foods: bisk-
ies, apples, and especially, CHEESE. 

+e GimliBear’s ancestry is a mystery but a large part of his large self is 
likely of Newfoundland origin, as evidenced by his sturdy build, his so*, 
glorious coat, his huge webbed feet, his gregarious nature, and his general 
inability to stay out of whatever body of water happens to be nearby.  His 
Newf heritage is also apparent in his natural tendency to rescue large enti-
ties, particularly people and huge sticks, from the water, whether they want 
to be rescued or not.  His prodigious drooling when in the presence of that 
special substance known as CHEESE, and other -ne foods such as Apples 
and Buttered Bagels is another telltale Newfoundland sign.

+e pictures span several locations across North America. +e majority 
are from the west coast of  Canada in and near Vancouver BC plus numer-
ous camping trips on Vancouver Island and the British Columbia interior. 
Home for Gimli is in Vancouver near English Bay, and he o*en can be 
found swimming o: Spanish Banks with the other regulars at the o:-leash 
dog park, or accompanying us and other climbing friends in Squamish. 



+ere also are many photos of canine characters from Ontario, New York, 
Oregon, and California. 

About the title
 +e title of this book, Dog Friends, has a three-fold meaning. +e book 
title refers to the friendships that people have with dogs, to exemplary dog 
friendships and play relationships with other dogs (and other creatures, 
real and imaginary), and to bonds between people that have come about 
through their shared love of dogs.

About the photography
Although a few of the photos are older, most of the photos were taken from 
2001 to 2010. A wide variety of camera equipment, mostly but not entirely 
digital, was used. +e most commonly used equipment was one of several 
Canon DSLR’s (5D Mark II, 5D, 20D, others) and a variety of high quality 
EOS lenses, plus a few specialized manual lenses with EOS adapters. Some 
of the older photos were taken with Olympus OM series -lm gear. Almost 
all the photos were taken with “existing light”, with back-ll and bounce 
Dash gear used only in a few cases, and never directly aimed at the dog. 
Tripods were rarely if ever used, and anyone who has tried to walk attached 
to a large willfull dog and take pictures at the same time will appreciate 
why. None of the photos were “posed” or really were pre-planned in any 
way, except for perhaps one notable exception in the “Camping and Hik-
ing” section. 

+is book does not attempt to cover working dogs such as assistance dogs 
or emergency service dogs. I’ll leave documenting those wonderful dogs to 
other authors.

+is is a book of few words. From here forward, I’ll mainly let the pictures 
speak for the dogs.



Dog Friends
+is book begins now with its namesake chapter. Herein are some of my 
favourite pictures of dogs, in some cases with their human friends, and in 
others, with other dogs. 

Other than that central theme of friendships, this -rst set of pictures is 
only minimally organized and ordered. I think that is appropriate since 
some of these canine characters seem to revel in the chaos that they create, 
and playing with dogs also can be a relief from our over-organized modern 
lives. It’s only -tting to start this chapter with a picture of that canine mas-
ter of chaos himself, the GimliBear, creating havoc in our kitchen.

Dogs are known to form friendships with other animals.  Gimli had a cat 
playmate as a puppy, and he occasionally makes “play bow” gestures to the 
neighbourhood cats, generally with little success in engagement. He even 
once tried to make friends with a skunk (with disastrous results). We’ll 
stick to dogs herein.

Gimli is one of the many regulars at the Spanish Banks o:-leash dog area 
in Vancouver, and this tour of dog friends now takes to the water there.

Gimli understands that the kitchen table is an excellent place to forage for food, 
although one’s sta� seem to react rather strangely to one’s presence there.



Fetching teamwork

Our intrepid threesome, outbound

and the successful fetch.



D
uke and Gim

li at Spanish Banks. D
uke is a little surprised by what Gim

li is carrying - a coconut!



Human Friends

+is section is in tribute to the extraordinary friendships between humans 
and dogs.

I’ve encountered some wonderful “dog people” over the years of taking the 
photos that appear in this book. A couple of them, Mike, “the dogfather” 
and Donald, “friend of many malamutes”, stand out in their kindness and 
empathy for dogs, and in their abilities to “speak dog”.  +e next few photos 
show these characters with some of their canine friends.

Sadly, dear old Caesar passed away not long a*er the above photo was 
taken. He was a -ne, gentle giant of a dog, and we miss him at the Spanish 
Banks dog park. A friend recently remarked how dogs have such tragically 
short lives.  We treasure the time that we spend with any of them.

Mike with Caesar, and two other friends.
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Although by photographic standards, this is perhaps the poorest quality 
photo in this book, it is one of the most important. Dagney was a special 
and especially smart dog. Her close relationship with her human Stewart 
was remarkable, and was part of the inspiration for this book. She followed 
Stewart everywhere, even onto his windsurfer (a*er a lot of encourage-
ment) and waited for him outside work in the Queen’s University Dept. of 
Physics every day, yet she understood that when Stewart was away trave-
ling, I was to be her surrogate human and she was to stay with me until he 
returned.  +ose of us fortunate to have met her will never forget Dagney.



A trio of smiling friends

�e Kiss



Gimli as the Chaser

and as the Chasee (Brohm Lake, Squamish, BC)



Mock Battle

A classic stand-up start to the Dogzilla match

One of the most common forms of play between dogs is a mock battle in 
which the participants grapple with each other with open jaws. We’ve come 
to call this form of play “dogzilla”. O*en it follows a vigorous session of 
high speed chase. Much like the Greco-Roman wrestling that the humans 
do, dogzilla usually concludes with both participants on the ground. Dog-



zilla can appear to be quite ferocious, but rarely escalates beyond play and 
usually results in no harm to the participants. Normally the two-footed ref-
erees don’t have to step in; the game usually -nishes with one participant in 
a submissive position. Typically, at that point, the duelling parties separate 
and a new chase begins.

Dogzilla, the ground game



A depiction of dog play is not complete without a look at some important 
toys.  A good toy collection includes the basics, such as a well-seasoned 
tennis ball (or several of them, spanning varying degrees of wear and 
slimyness), and simple is best...

Toys

Rory with her basic tennis ball

Popular throwing tools are sometimes helpful.



Frog

Tiger



Dogs At Rest

For a dog, there’s a time and a place for snoozing. +e time comes o*en, 
and the place is wherever you happen to be. +at can range from a comfy 
bed shared with a friend,

Dora and Turbo in Castlegar
to the nearest bathtub....

Gimli at maximum goo2ness



Dogs In Cars
O*en the best part of an adventure is in getting there. However, it’s good to 
know that the vehicles in all the pictures in this set were not moving.

I’m Vinnie, your driver, and I’ll be taking you to Lynn Valley today.

De2nitely sound asleep at the wheel



Dee and Gimli, Cypress Mountain, BC

We’ll leave you with this favourite. Until our next hike together, farewell.


